
Precursors - current / past solutions

Wikipedia:Teahouse/About
- Wikipedia

Hi - I have entered my first
article and am advised it may be
deleted becasue i haven't
quoted sources - I am very knew
to wikipedia as a contributor -

Teahouse
in En: Wiki

Suggest an edit and other
microcontributions are
particularly suitable to

editing on mobile - some
links to past ideas on

microcontributions below

WP:Research
Help

Wikipedia:Research
help/Pilot report - Wikipedia

This suggests a need for further
discussion with the community
to build consensus for future
experimentation and also about
which audience's opinion to
prioritize in interface changes
that are reader and new-editor
focused.

Onboarding new
Wikipedians - MediaWiki

Work by the Growth team at
Wikimedia Foundation
engineering and product
development to get new
registered Wikipedians to
quickly become productive
members of the community.

Getting
Started
project

Example of small
repeatable

activities that build
onboarding

infrastructure:
#1lib1ref

Other research (by
Amical Wikimedia)
about culture as

motivation to
contribute to

Wikipeia

Engaging librarians (and
others) through social
technologies: A #1lib1ref
think-piece

The Wikimedia movement has
long prospered at the
intersection of technology and
social initiative. After all, the
[edit] button on the top of every
page is a deceptively simple
piece of technology that allows
communities of editors to
continuously improve the "sum
of all human knowledge."

Learning and
Evaluation/Evaluation
reports/2015/Summary -
Meta

This report series was produced
by the Program Evaluation and
Design unit of the WMF
Learning and Evaluation team.

This is the Wikimedia
Programs Evaluation

reports, which we
carried out in 2015.
This is quantitative

data.

Online Reader-Editor
Engagement & Onboarding
- Meta

The Online Reader-editor
Engagement & Onboarding
project or project OREO (in the
vain of the best scientific
endeavours) is project with the
express desire to do three
things:

The Wikipedia
Library/1Lib1Ref/L
essons

The Wikipedia
Library Team ran a
social media
campaign from 15-23
January 2016, asking
the libraries world to
"Imagine a World
where Every
Librarian Added One
More Reference to
Wikipedia."

This is actually
what is making the
Welsh community

very good at
organizing - Anon

comment

Wikipedia:Plain and simple
conflict of interest guide -
Wikipedia

The plain and simple conflict of
interest guide is for editors who
want to engage with the
Wikipedia community about a
subject with which they are
affiliated. The Wikipedia
guideline is Wikipedia:Conflict of
interest. It advises editors with a
COI to disclose it, to avoid
editing affected ...

finding 8 requires work directly
with local communities on

policy change, which is a space
that WMF has never been very
good at. The best example of
this has been the support that
user:JethroBT (WMF) did with
Pax on teh anti harassment

inspire campaign, is probably
the best model we have:

Might also be some work
from Asaf, but not aware
of that kind of change.
User Ocassi (WMF) has

some experience
working with

communities on tools
like"

Wikipedia:Wikipedia
Signpost/2016-12-22/In
focus

Chris "Jethro" Schilling (User:I
JethroBT) is an editor and admin
on the English Wikipedia. He is
also a community organizer for
the Wikimedia Foundation who
runs Inspire Campaigns to
encourage ideas and
collaboration across Wikimedia
projects on thematic topics and
challenges that our communities

Collection of
previous

Onboarding
new

contributors
efforts -->

Parking lot

continue conversation
about effectiveness of
"X" product, and what
we can learn ffrom it

for new editor
experiences/ (Pau,

Daisy, Neil, Ed )

<-- The rough ranking among
respondents : (1) knowledge

sharers (2) reactive correctors
(3) audience builders (4) social

changers (5) joiner-inner (6)
external box-checker. [Note
this may not be reflective of
the true breakdown because

of response bias.]

continue conversation about
how relevant the findings of
this research are to En:wiki -
(Amir, Neil, Alex and either

James or Jonathan.
mentioned this. Also, Amir has

offered to point out which
findings are most related to

EN as well...

Wikipedia:WikiProject X -
Wikipedia

WikiProject X is an initiative
seeking to improve and
streamline these WikiProjects
that they may better serve their
purpose, through research,
design, and experimentation.
This project is a community
initiative led by Harej and Isarra
and funded by the Wikimedia
Foundation through an
Individual ...

Surprising findings

from a comment: "Talking with program
leaders. They are moving toward

campaigns, concept of an editathon
repeated over time. Generate awareness
one, but not a lot of return with editathon

along. But in context of a larger campaign,
it works better for new editor retention.

Having a series events has prooved to be
more effective. Also, this way retains new
program leaders (experiments to change

nature of editing activity - small repeatable,
don't need experienced people, using

social media, and other networking
opporunities". - Maria

Surprised how
valid a lot of the
findings felt to

my exp. on
enwiki too

Joiner-Inner was a
slightly surprising

persona, would be
interested to know

more about the 'mix'
of personas, and %

those who --> Retain
Editors

That new contributors
preferred not to

contribute to their
language project due
to knowledge gaps

being too big.

"People use Wikipedia for
broad information, but not
deep". Leads to interesting
reflection on the relatively

high value given to a
longer articles (perceived

to be higher quality),
compared to stubs/shorter

articles

Editathons
being less

effective than
expected

The role of
intermediaries

Wikipedia is a "public
forum on such

immense scale", so
contributing on

Wikipedia is akin to
speaking publicly in

that forum.

new
contributors go
outside of the
wikis for help
with the wikis

The
effectiveness
of individual

mentors

Really liked this framing of one of our known
things in the community: “Show readers how the

sausage is made, by demonstrating or
highlighting the collective editing process and its
related functions within the reading interface, as

a way to incentivize people to edit and break
down the perception that Wikipedia is only

edited by small group of experts. Adapt
communications and programming to appeal to
their desire to be part of something bigger than
themselves, while also providing them with the

tools and guidance they need to make valuable,
and not detrimental, edits. Further support their

engagement by presenting clear opportunities to
learn about and get involved with the community

behind each Wikipedia. "

The number of people who
genuinely wanted to share

knowledge—I've always
said that people say they

edit because of high ideals,
but they actually do it for

social or recreational
reasons

So many of the
"opportunities" are
things community

organizers (particularly
offline) already do

today.

Neil+Jonathan:
that some of

these findings
are similar to

what we see in
En

korea high internet
pen. rates, population

higher, number of
active editors much

lower. tech savy
country highly

educated.

differences
between cz

and Ko
communiteis.

< from comments
previously attatchd

here: "Me three, I felt
this even more strongly
from actually being in

the field.

< from comment
previously attached
here: "can we assist
this technially, e.g.

collaborative editing
sessions?"

< from comment" This
is fairly well

established in the
Programs community:
see advice that I just

published for
editathons. Alex

Wiki Dashboard

< From Comment "We did
some research on people that
helped new users (including

Teahouse hosts) heard about
the idea of the mentor role

being fun until it started
feeling like a job. So we
thought on lightweight

relationships .

from comment: "I
have done this

(Googled how to
do something on
Wikipedi and did

not find joy"

from a commment: "the
second most popular

program, as we learned
from CE insights, was

editing workshops,
which have higher

retention rate for new
editors (5-6%)"

from comment: "I have done it a bunch of
times. One example that comes to mind

was how to change an article title. Google
result shows me the correct on-wiki

"moving a page" result which I was unable
to find on wiki help search. Generally I
think Google is able to surface the wiki
how-to pages much better because it
understands more generic terms the

average punter uses like "change article
title" whereas help on wiki requires you to

know that this is 'moving a page'."

definitely do this
Jonathan - seems like there

is untapped potential in
south Korea. the complexity

and separation could be
keeping Korean people from
editing. lowering the curtain
on how wiki works, and that
there is a community, would

be important here

definitely do not do this
Encourage "boldness"
as the solution to new

editor
hesitation—these

slogans are
sometimes untrue

and unhelpful

Let's not totally drop
"Be Bold" either. It's

good for at least
some people. It was
good for me (and I

call myself an
interovert).

Put every new
contributor in a

person-to-person
relationship : there

are also a lot of new
editors that never

respond

anecdote about how
someone whose article

kept going to AfD,
eventually asked the

AfDers to help her, and
suddenly they

transformed into helpful
menotors - Sati

As an introvert I definitely had
an immediate reaction to that as

well. I think instead of saying,
the newbie could just try harder!
be bolder! we should just give

them more tools, more
awareness, more information...
more easily,to give them the

tools to then organically be bold
- Daisy

Proactive mentorship
is often unrewarding.

It's frustrating to invest
effort into helping

someone, if they're not
listenting.

but when mentorship is
requested, then the
mentor knows the

mentee is both willing
and receptive to

constructive criticism

Abbey

Pau

Amir E.
Aharoni

Rita

halfak

María

Nick

Sati

Ed

James

Neil

Joe

Alex S.

Steeping workshop

Daisy Jonathan

Backlog
dashboards

Promote Writing
Workshops.

Gather more data
about this

program and
share it widely.

Getting data about how many
people use machine

translation to read English
Wikipedia (or other major
languages like German or

Russian)., and mapping to and
from of translation.. the data
and work flows..(what tools
are used? what is hard and

what is very easy?

Allow editors to
"suggest an

edit/citation/image"
as a softer less

frightening way to
propose a

contribution

Suggest

Educate

Automatically surface
the usual issues

detected in the user
contribution as it is done
(e.g., quality score), with
clear advise on how to

correct it.

Present
revert/deletion of

work in a less harsh
way, as moving back
to the "working area"

to be improved

Educate New Editors on how
to respond to poor/insufficient

feedback on their edits
(templates/guidelines? when

they receive a
revert/comment from another
editor) - as a new editor I had
trouble understanding how to

respond on Talk pages

Elevate readers' and new
editors' awareness of wiki

resources and tools, and not
just those 'for new users' like

Teahouse. I'd like for
something like a dashboard (a

portal where information,
stats, etc. on backlogs all live)
created with non/new editors

in mind as well.

since we have wiki
ambassadors, might be

a good time to do a
survey, learn some

unknowns. for example
do you contrib to namu,

femi wiki? ect.

teahouse
gadget for
enabling

easier
discussions

design test collaborations - try
small things that that need to
be better understood - small

scale, to see how the
collaboration goes. better

understand how to
collaborate. observe current
collaboration workflows (for
example with Wikiclubs in

CZ:Wiki

opportunity to talk with
commujities about what
they need- flow - see if
thy could test it out to

specifically support
newcomers. coudl be

agood test collaboration.

Dan noticed, in
comparing starcraft
wikipedia - with en

wiki - similar
difference. invitation

vs. figure it out
yourself (kind of)

Jonathan noticed- In
comparing Namu wiki and

KO wiki, community, how to
participate, ho is on the

front page of namu - not on
ko wiki- on ko wiki it is

more about reading .. less
inviting and less info about

how.

Jonathan -
Teahouse model

where you are
immediately given

how tos...

Don't know if
new editor
wants help.

Don't know
whether the new
editor is listening

(e.g., do they even
know what the talk

page is.)

Why Users Don't Help

Fix email notification
response problem for

new editors who
don't "get" the talk
page. Maybe an
autorespond?

Wikipedia + Libraries

Expose Community
expectation of Quality
of Content to editors,

per ideas at: see
conversation in
Facebook post

Idea for
Peer-to-peer

feedback
amongst new

editors

Build some Peer to
peer activities for new
contributors: not every
interaction needs to be

about experienced
editors with new

ediitors (in the vein of
campaigns)

Buddy system.
Could there be a
way of enabling

this through
product?

Support lightweight
mentoring: advanced
editors tracking the

activity os newcomers
that requested help for

a limited time period

Becoming Wikipedian:
Transformation of
Participation in a
Collaborative Online
Encyclopedia

In response to Finding 6, to the
challenges that are coming around
folks feeling like their work needs

to be perfect: I wonder if
community members could

introduce small short videos that
are prompted in the interface which

teach tangible skill (i.e. when to
add references via Visual), while at

the same time, casually and
friendly downplaying the risk in

adding the reference.

Connect new editors
with other editors
passionate about

the same topic (e.g.
via a wikiproject)

Person to person

Help editors to
find the activity
and content to

work on based on
their

interest/persona

Surface how your
contribution has
grown with the
collaboration of

others

Support
mentorship,
e.g. through
collaborative

editing

Encourage
Knowledge
Sharers to
continue in

subject area.

Why people edit Wikipe...

for finding 8,
conceptual/technological are
sometimes intertwined. are

there any areas where
institutional knowledge could

be better provided /
supplemented /

complemented by
technological improvements?

Demonstrate
impact (e.g.,
show pvs)

How Motivate?

Provide
public

recognition

Most promising
personas for product

development: Reactive
Correctors, Knowledge
Sharers, Joiner Inners.
(Also most common!)

Finding 11, could be resolved
with constructive feedback

training and facilitation -- Asaf
Bartov is working on these

kinds of trainings for the
in-person activities that he is

doing with Community
Capacity development.

However, its not exactly, and
consistently, scalable there.

New ideas

what do we
need to know
about Namu

wiki?

Process questions
How do we

balance
big-dreams with

uncertain
future-dev-reso

urces?

30% in school is
disproportionately high: I
would love to see, cross
sectionally, which of the

respondents were “in
school”: were they

retained? How were they
initiated?

[Pau] Are in-person
intermediaries

working better than
on-line ones? (from
contributors' brown

bag)

strong compettitor
(contributing

competitor) Would be
interesting to know

more about
Namuwiki..

Sociological country
and culture analyses
are very interesting

and useful. Would be
nice to read this about

other countries.

requests for further data or research

do we have a list of
where new

contributors go
outside of the wikis

for help with the
wikis? -Nick

who does "be
bold" work for
and who does
it not work for?

Get results of research about
motivation to edit Wikipedia. In

particular, how many people
edit in their language because
they love their language and

want to increase the number of
available content, or that write

intentionally in major languages
so that other cultures would be
able to learn about their culture,

etc.

30% in school is
disproportionately high: I
would love to see, cross
sectionally, which of the

respondents were “in
school”: were they

retained? How were they
initiated?

about specific findings and personas
Joiner-Inner was a
slightly surprising

persona, would be
interested to know

more about the 'mix'
of personas, and %

those who --> Retain
Editors

Person to
person

[mentorship] is
gold standard:
how to scale?

"New editors have prior
skills and exp. that
make learning to

contribute easier." I
wonder if this differs

between "organic" new
editors, and those who

come through
programs?

more a question than
surprising... when were

people considered
Audience Builders vs
Knowledge-sharers of
non-notable topics?

Open Questions

num contributors, num
readers, content license,

policy differences,
reasons why someone

might contribute to
namuwiki instead of

Wikipedia.

ko.wiki has
about 5x the
monthly page

views as
namu.wiki

Namu.wiki: ����:�� - ���� -
traffic statistics - HypeStat

namu.wiki receives about
427,500 unique visitors per day,
and it is ranked 943 in the
world. Find more data about
namu.
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